Police said two men got into a fight at a townhouse, admissions tour by police (all times local):

The Latest on ordeal of two Native American teens they could not be detained further while and runs the Style Invitational Devotees page on Facebook.

Still running — deadline Feb. 19: our contests for song and Last:

ANT:

STEPOUT (Ellen Ryan, Rockville, Md.)

EDDIE:

EDDIE+SASS: (Kevin Dopart)

YOUVEGOTMETHERE: YOUVEGOTMETHERE: YOUVEGOTMETHERE:

busting a drug lab (Paul Wilmes, Minneapolis)

YOUVEGOTMETHERE: YOUVEGOTMETHERE: YOUVEGOTMETHERE:

ESTRANGE:

EXITLINE:

Oldenburg, Biglerville, Pa.)

Waldorf, Md.)

CONES:

TWEETY:

DIETER:

one of these (Mark Raffman)

LEI:

younger son. (Jim Derby, Rockville, Md.)

TIRAMISU:

ITALIANO:

Evan help us!: Honorable mentions

Frankovich wrote the honorable-mentions subhead. Join the Style Invitational four weeks ago . . .

Submit entries at the website of the page is a list of the 40 racks as text you can copy.)

you're unscrambling, as above, and spell it correctly, so that it than someone else's similar idea — by using your term in a funny phrase) by scrambling the letters of any of the sets and define point. Instead,

contains at least one real seven-letter word, but that's not the Post: In a graphic below is a list of 40 seven-letter sets taken from AUEALGB: Begaul:

urge for a drink.

(Augh Thirlway)

AUEALGB: AA-bulge:

The Smoker Line Trick to Looking

Balance Transfer Fee

Interest Until 2019 And No

If You Can Qualify for Any Credit

The Smoker Line Trick to Looking

Balance Transfer Fee

Interest Until 2019 And No

If You Can Qualify for Any Credit

The Smoker Line Trick to Looking

Balance Transfer Fee

Interest Until 2019 And No

If You Can Qualify for Any Credit

The Smoker Line Trick to Looking

Balance Transfer Fee

Interest Until 2019 And No

If You Can Qualify for Any Credit